
Techniques From The Stage To Optimize The
Patient Experience And Restore The
Have you ever wondered how the stage can teach us valuable lessons about
optimizing the patient experience and restoring their well-being? Well, get ready
to be amazed because in this article, we will delve into the world of theater and
explore techniques that can revolutionize healthcare. From empathy to
communication, we will uncover the secrets to enhancing patient satisfaction and
outcomes.

The Power of Empathy

One of the fundamental techniques from the stage that can transform the patient
experience is empathy. Just like actors need to step into the shoes of their
characters to deliver a convincing performance, healthcare professionals should
tap into their empathetic side to truly understand their patients' needs and
concerns. By listening attentively, showing compassion, and validating emotions,
healthcare providers can build strong connections with patients, leading to better
outcomes and increased patient satisfaction.
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Communication plays a pivotal role in delivering exceptional patient care, and the
stage offers us valuable techniques to hone this skill. Just like actors need to
articulate their lines clearly and effectively, healthcare providers should strive for
clear and concise communication with their patients. Avoiding jargon, using plain
language, and ensuring all information is understood are crucial elements in
optimizing the patient experience.

Moreover, non-verbal communication also plays a significant role. Body
language, facial expressions, and tone of voice can convey empathy and
understanding. By utilizing these techniques, healthcare providers can establish
trust and foster effective collaboration with their patients.

The Power of Storytelling

One of the most compelling aspects of theater is its ability to tell captivating
stories. In healthcare, storytelling has proven to be a powerful tool for optimizing
the patient experience and restoring their well-being. By using narratives,
healthcare providers can paint a vivid picture in the patient's mind, making
complex medical information more understandable and relatable. Storytelling can
also help patients find meaning and purpose in their health journey, empowering
them to take an active role in their treatment and recovery.

Creating a Supportive Environment

When stepping into a theater, the ambiance and environment play a significant
role in enhancing the audience's experience. Similarly, in healthcare settings,
creating a supportive and welcoming environment is crucial for optimizing the
patient experience. From comfortable waiting areas to calming colors,
incorporating elements from theater design principles can contribute to a positive
atmosphere that promotes healing. Additionally, using lighting and sound
techniques can help reduce anxiety and create a sense of tranquility for patients.



Collaborative Decision Making

The stage also teaches us the importance of collaboration, and healthcare is no
exception. Just like a successful production requires input from various artists
and technical experts, healthcare should involve patients in the decision-making
process. Shared decision making not only empowers patients but also leads to
better treatment choices that align with their preferences and values. By utilizing
techniques such as role-playing and open discussions, healthcare providers can
create an inclusive and collaborative environment that results in improved patient
experiences and outcomes.

Taking Inspiration from the Stage

As healthcare providers continue to seek ways to optimize the patient experience
and restore their well-being, the stage offers a treasure trove of techniques
waiting to be explored. From empathy and effective communication to storytelling
and collaborative decision making, these lessons can revolutionize healthcare
practices and enhance patient satisfaction. By borrowing techniques from theater,
healthcare professionals can create a transformative experience for their patients,
where their physical, emotional, and psychological well-being are at the forefront.

The techniques learned from the stage can be seamlessly integrated into
healthcare practices to optimize the patient experience and restore their well-
being. By embracing empathy, honing communication skills, utilizing storytelling,
creating supportive environments, and engaging in collaborative decision making,
healthcare professionals can revolutionize the way care is delivered. So, let us
learn from the stage and embark on a journey to provide exceptional patient
experiences that leave a lasting impact.
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"The Performance of Medicine is a witty, funny, folksy, intimate, yet serious, and
detailed discussion about issues surrounding 'patient satisfaction' in today's world
of health care.

--Samuel Harrington, MD, author of At Peace: Choosing a Good Death After A
Long Life

This book is a much-needed guide on how to be the doctor you always wanted to
be, both for your patients and for yourself.

--Kedar Sankholkar, MD, Cardiologist, NYC

Baker is a natural story teller - a combo platter of Aesop, Garrison Keillor, Homer,
and Bob Hope.

--Vincent deLuise, MD, Assistant Clinical Professor of Ophthalmology Yale
University School of Medicine

Medical practice is undergoing the most radical changes seen in decades. Novel
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reimbursement models, impersonalization caused by technology, and increasing
demands on providers' limited time are causing unhappiness among practitioners
and patients alike. Yet, the patient experience and patient satisfaction are more
important than ever. Patient experience affects patient outcomes, and patient
satisfaction scores will affect how much physicians and other health care
providers get paid.

In The Performance of Medicine, Dr. Bob Baker offers practical strategies and
techniques that physicians and other practitioners can implement easily and
immediately to give patients the best possible experience with no additional
expenditure of time.

An internist/gastroenterologist with 35 years of private practice experience, and a
professional magician/ventriloquist with 50 years of live performance experience,
Dr. Baker seamlessly weaves the techniques he used to garner top reviews from
his patients and audiences alike. His book is practical, substantive, warm, and
humorous. His love of medicine and of his patients shines through on every page
and will inspire health care providers to rediscover the joys of medicine.
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